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Abstract

Quantifying the relative importance of the multiple processes that limit recruitment may hold the key to understanding
tropical tree diversity. Here we couple theoretical models with a large-scale, multi-species seed-sowing experiment to assess
the degree to which seed and establishment limitation shape patterns of tropical tree seedling recruitment in a central
African forest. Of five randomly selected species (Pancovia laurentii, Staudtia kamerunensis, Manilkara mabokeensis,
Myrianthus arboreas, and Entandophragma utile), seedling establishment and survival were low (means of 16% and 6% at 3
and 24 months, respectively), and seedling density increased with seed augmentation. Seedling recruitment was best
explained by species identity and the interaction of site-by-species, suggesting recruitment probabilities vary among
species and sites, and supporting the role of niche-based mechanisms. Although seed augmentation enhanced initial
seedling density, environmental filtering and post-establishment mortality strongly limited seedling recruitment. The
relative importance of seed and establishment limitation changed with seed and seedling density and through time. The
arrival of seeds most strongly affected local recruitment when seeds were nearly absent from a site (, 1 seed m2), but was
also important when seeds arrived in extremely high densities, overwhelming niche-based mortality factors. The strength of
seed limitation and density-independent mortality decreased significantly over time, while density-dependent mortality
showed the opposite trend. The varying strengths of seed and establishment limitation as a function of juvenile density and
time emphasize the need to evaluate their roles through later stages of a tree’s life cycle.
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Introduction

A fundamental challenge of community ecology is to determine

the processes that govern patterns of species diversity and

composition. In highly diverse communities like tropical forests,

recruitment limitation can facilitate species coexistence when

superior competitors fail to have any viable juveniles at otherwise

suitable sites, thus slowing the exclusion of inferior competitors

from the community by allowing them to win sites by forfeit

[1,2,3]. Recruitment limitation can result from multiple processes

occurring at various life history stages, including seed production,

dispersal and viability, competition for space and resources,

predation, and herbivory [4]: although recruitment cannot occur

without seed arrival, seed arrival is no guarantee of recruitment.

Recruitment limitation, therefore, needs to be assessed through the

lens of both dispersal and post-dispersal processes [5]. What then is

the relative importance of dispersal versus post-dispersal processes,

such as environmental filtering and niche differentiation, in

structuring tropical forests at a given place or in a region?

Individuals are both most abundant and vulnerable to death at

the beginning stages of recruitment (i.e., the transition from seed to

seedling), and thus processes operating early in the plant life cycle

may disproportionately influence the structure, dynamics, and

species composition of communities [6,7]. Two processes, (1) seed

and (2) establishment limitation, are thought to largely explain

how limitations to recruitment of seedlings influence overall

community structure and diversity [5,8,9,10,11]. Seed limitation is

defined as the failure of seeds to arrive in saturating densities at all

potential recruitment sites because of low population-level seed

production and/or a lack of dispersal to available sites. Establish-

ment limitation is defined as the lack of suitable microsites for

recruitment, given the arrival of a sufficient density of seeds.

Establishment limitation can be partitioned into several processes

or stages that occur between seed deposition and recruitment into

the adult population [12].

Both seed and establishment limitation have been shown to

occur in natural systems [11,13]. When seed limitation dominates,

the abundance and distribution of species is driven by dispersal,

and community assembly can be viewed as a lottery system, where

sites are ‘‘won’’ based solely on arriving seed densities [14,15,16].

When establishment limitation dominates and seedling recruit-

ment varies across sites and among species, species abundance and

distribution are determined by the functional traits and compet-

itive ability of species, regeneration niches, and the relative

abundance and quality of appropriate microsites [8,11,17,18]. In

the first case, dispersal events maintain unlimited numbers of

species as long as the traits that render a species more or less seed-

limited trade off with competitive ability [3,19]. In the second case,
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post-dispersal niche-based processes underlie community diversity.

Some studies interpret seed limitation as evidence that stochastic

dispersal processes drive community diversity [20], as it can be

perceived as a random process by which propagules arrive at new

locations and thus contribute to ecological drift [16]. While we

distinguish between dispersal and niche-based processes for

convenience sake, we take the view that dispersal is not a strictly

stochastic, neutral, or niche-free process, as it differs among species

(e.g. [11]) and evolves by natural selection [21].

The degree to which populations are limited by seed dispersal/

limitation relative to establishment limitation can be quantified

with seed addition experiments, whereby seeds are added to sites

(thus decreasing or removing the magnitude of local seed

limitation) and seedling recruitment is then compared to control

plots without added seeds. When seedling growth and survival in

experimental plots is followed over time, seed addition experi-

ments can further isolate the specific mechanisms of establishment

limitation. In particular, decoupling density-independent and

density-dependent mechanisms is important for understanding

tropical tree diversity because some of the best-supported models

of species diversity invoke density-dependent mortality

[22,23,24,25,26,27]. Density-dependent mortality is thought to

constrain locally abundant species, which opens space for

otherwise less successful species, thus promoting co-existence by

creating a rare-species advantage.

To assess the relative importance of dispersal and post-dispersal,

niche-based, processes, we initiated a large-scale seed addition

experiment to empirically quantify the degree to which seed and

establishment limitation drive tropical tree recruitment. In a mixed

tropical forest in the Congo Basin, we sowed ,40,000 seeds of five

randomly-selected trees species in stations across .300,000 ha of

heterogeneous forest. At each station we augmented seeds of each

species at seven densities, ranging from 0 to 2000 times average

ambient seed rain densities, and monitored seedling recruitment

for two years. We coupled our experiment with models of seedling

recruitment (realized and fundamental limitation) to evaluate the

relative importance of seed and establishment limitation in the

recruitment of tropical tree seedlings. For realized seed limitation,

we estimated a single plot-level effect size for each species and seed

augmentation combination. We then assessed the conditions

(spatial and temporal variation, seed and seedling density, and

adult tree density) that affected the relative importance of seed and

establishment limitation. For fundamental limitation, we fitted the

data to models of seedling recruitment, and then we used the

parameter estimates to quantify seed limitation and to decompose

establishment limitation into density-independent and density-

dependent mortality. We then compared the strength of these

processes in relation to seed density and through time. For both

realized and fundamental, we parameterized the models for

individual species and all five species combined, but we emphasize

the community level effects in this paper.

Methods

Study Area
This study was conducted in the north of the Republic of Congo

(Brazzaville), in Nouabalé-Ndoki National Park (NNNP:

400,000 ha) and the contiguous Kabo forestry concession

(267,000 ha). The Republic of Congo is known for its relatively

intact forest system, rich in flora and fauna. The region is

characterized as tropical lowland forest with highly weathered

sandstone, quartzite, and schist bedrock, overlain in places by

ancient basin alluvial deposits that have formed well-developed

soils [28]. The relief is generally flat, with altitude varying between

approximately 350 and 400 meters a.s.l. The climate is dominated

by a pronounced dry season, typically beginning at the end of

November and extending through early March. Mean annual

rainfall is 1700 mm. Minimum and maximum average annual

temperatures range between 21.1u–21.9uC and 26.5u–26.8uC.

Seven distinct vegetation types characterize the region, with mixed

species terra firma forest occupying approximately 70% of the area

[29]. The forests of NNNP have never been commercially logged,

although hunter-gatherer populations are believed to have

inhabited the region for approximately 40,000 years, and iron

smelting sites, which can seriously degrade forest habitats, are

found in the region and have been dated as early as 800 BC

[30,31]. The Kabo concession was selectively logged (,2 trees/ha;

[32]) approximately 30 years ago, and is exploited for non-timber

forest products by approximately 3,000 people. Combined, the

NNNP and the Kabo concessions provide a contiguous, yet

heterogeneous landscape in which to evaluate how differences in

biotic and abiotic conditions influence patterns of seed and

seedling recruitment.

Site Delineation and Characterization of Seed Rain
We used satellite images to identify forest areas that contained

dense mixed, terra firma forest in and around Nouabalé-Ndoki

National Park. From these potential study areas, we used the

geographic survey design component of the Distance 5.0 software

[33] to randomly select the location of 30 permanent vegetation

plots, distributed over an area of .300,000 ha. The 1-ha

(1006100 m) plots were separated by at least 2.5 km to promote

independence of samples. From January to May 2005, we tagged,

mapped and identified all trees $10 cm diameter-at-breast-height

(dbh) in each plot. For each tree, we collected three voucher

specimens for species verification, measured dbh, and estimated

height.

To determine biologically relevant seed densities for seed

addition experiments and the pool of species from which to draw

our focal species, we quantified the rate and species identity of seed

rain within each vegetation plot for one year (May 2005–April

2006) prior to beginning the seed addition experiments, then for a

second year (May 2006–June 2007) following seed addition. We

quantified seed rain with seed traps (21 per plot, N = 630), which

consisted of 161 m wooden frames with a mesh center elevated

approximately 0.75 m from the ground to avoid seed predation.

All fruits and seeds falling into traps were collected, counted, and

identified to species at two-week intervals. In total we collected and

identified (at least to unique but unknown species) 51,541 mature

fruits and 431,770 mature seeds from 428 species.

To facilitate our ability to generalize experimental results from a

limited number of species to the broader forest community, we

randomly selected five tree species for use in seed addition

experiments. Species were chosen from a list of all naturally

occurring tree species, with the constraint that we only included

species for which at least five seeds occurred in traps during the

first year of monitoring (N = 277 species). Constraining the list in

this way allowed us to collect sufficient numbers of seeds to

conduct the experiment, while not biasing selection towards any

particular species characteristic. Focal species varied substantially

in terms of regeneration niche, dispersal mode, seed size, and

relative abundance (Table 1).

Seed Sowing Experiments
We established 63 seed addition ‘‘stations’’ in random locations

in 21 of our 30 plots (3 stations per plot). Each station was situated

North-South in the plot and consisted of six lines of ten 0.560.5 m

quadrats, with a 0.5 m buffer maintained around each quadrat.

Processes Driving Recruitment of Tree Seedlings
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Each quadrat was demarcated with wooden pegs that were

replaced as they deteriorated. Here we report on seed addition

into 35 quadrats per station; some of the remaining quadrats were

caged (see [34]) or left empty because we had originally planned to

sow seeds of six species. During installation of the first station, we

randomized the assignment of species and seed densities and then

used this arrangement in all the other stations to facilitate the

identification of quadrats for future monitoring. We then sowed

seeds of the five focal species at seven different densities, one

density of a single species per quadrat. In this study, we assume

that the spatial arrangement of seed augmentation treatments and

the order in which species were added to quadrats did not

influence the local activity of natural enemies that may have been

attracted to these stations.

Densities were multiples (0, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 2000) of

the mean natural seed rain density of each species observed in the

seed traps the previous year. We added one seed per quadrat when

the required augmentation treatment based on natural seed rain

densities was less than one. The highest augmentation level

exceeded the greatest annual seed rain density in any single seed

trap over two years of trap monitoring but is a reasonable

representation of seed densities directly under large fruiting trees

(Table 1). Seed densities under fruiting canopies were often greater

than 1,000 times the average forest-wide densities. Likewise, seed

densities in elephant and gorilla dung can greatly surpass forest-

wide averages (reaching levels greater than 500 times forest-wide

average densities) and even seed dispersal by large birds and

arboreal monkeys results in contagious distributions and high

densities of conspecific seeds [35]. Sowing seeds at a density 2,000

times the forest-wide average for each species assured that our

experiments spanned the entire natural range of seed densities and

approached the densities required for site saturation, while

remaining biologically plausible. Augmenting seeds over a wide

range of densities also facilitated description of the recruitment

function [12], permitting quantification of the relative importance

of seed versus establishment limitation over essentially any level of

seed rain, and helped identify biologically important levels of seed

supply compared to other factors (density-dependent and density-

independent mortality) in natural communities. Note that to

achieve such high densities of seed augmentation, we used

relatively small quadrats.

Seed collection and sowing were conducted in the second year

of the study (October-December 2005) at the height of the fruiting

season for each species. We employed families of indigenous

Mbenzélé to widely search the forest for seeds (total search area ,
500,000 hectares). The Mbenzélé are hunter-gatherer, semi-

nomadic forest people who have an intimate knowledge of the

forest, including locations of rare tree species. Approximately

40,000 seeds were collected, cleaned of pulp, screened for insect

damage or pathogen infection, and sown into seed addition plots.

Damaged and infected seeds were not used. Following seed

addition, seedling emergence and mortality were monitored every

three months for the first two years of growth. We individually

numbered each seedling, attaching a metal tag to the base of the

seedlings, and recorded height and number of leaves at each

observation period.

Calculation of Realized Limitation
The failure of a species to recruit at less than maximum density

at any given location can be either the result of failure of seeds to

arrive or of the lack of suitable conditions for establishment upon

arrival. In a heterogeneous natural environment, one would expect

a continuum of seed arrival rates and functional traits to jointly

influence the relative strengths of seed and establishment
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limitation. Our seed addition experiment quantifies the number of

sites colonized by seedlings when the effect of seed limitation is

decreased or eliminated while all other limitations remain in the

system. In effect, we quantified realized seed and establishment

limitation for seedling emergence and survival to the second year

of growth [5,36]. We decouple the strength of realized seed and

establishment limitation at each of our seed augmentation levels

using a per-seed recruitment effect size as a measure of the relative

strength of each process [11].

We calculated an effect size, Ei, equal to the difference between

seedling densities in treatment and control quadrats (0 augmen-

tation level), for the ith augmentation level (i = 1…7), standardized

by the number of seeds added to treatment (seed addition)

quadrats:

Ei~
EEXP,i{ECONT ,ið Þ

SAUG,i
ð1Þ

where XEXP,i is the number of seedlings in experimental quadrats,

XCONT ,i is the number of seedlings in control quadrats, and SAUG,i

is the number of seeds added to treatment quadrats. This quantity

is a measure of the number of new recruits per seed added, after

normalizing for background rates of seed arrival and seedling

establishment. With this effect size metric, realized seed and

establishment limitation are inversely related, occupying opposite

ends of a continuum [11,36]. Realized seed limitation is calculated

by the effect size, E. Realized establishment limitation is given by

1{E. By determining the position of a plant population along this

continuum and across multiple levels of seed availability, we can

compare the relative strengths of seed and establishment limitation

and how they are influenced by seed density, adult conspecific

density, site and/or species.

We calculated mean effect sizes of quadrats within each plot to

estimate a single plot-level effect size for each species and seed

augmentation combination. This effect size is expected to vary

between 0 and 1, on average, if density-dependence is weak. By

chance, control plots could contain more seedlings than seed

addition plots at the end of the experiment, in which case E would

be negative. E could also be negative if density-dependent

mortality is sufficiently strong to result in overcompensation.

Finally, if density-dependence is positive and strong, E could

exceed unity. None of these situations occurred over the course of

this study, however; E always varied between 0 and 1.

Because seeds for all species were added at equivalent levels

relative to species-specific patterns of seed rain, and were added to

randomly selected plots, all species and plots should have had

equal recruitment probabilities if stochastic processes are domi-

nant. Conversely, significant species-by-plot interactions would

provide evidence in support of niche-based models. To examine

variation in the strength of realized seed and establishment

limitation, we fitted and evaluated generalized linear mixed

models (GLMMs) for E, with a binomial error distribution and a

logit-link. In the GLMM, we treated seed augmentation level and

conspecific density as fixed effects, and species, quadrat, and plot

as random effects. We also added a crossed random interaction

effect of species and plot. Note that we treated species as a random

effect because the focal species were chosen randomly from all

available species (with the caveats stated above in Site Delineation

and Characterization of Seed Rain) and thus represent a random

sample from the population of tree species. We were not interested

in the particular species, but rather the mean effect of seed and

establishment limitation across the tropical community.

These analyses allowed us to determine the relative importance

of seed and establishment limitation for the recruitment probabil-

ity of each individual seed. However, at the population and

community level, it may be important to understand whether seed

arrival or environmental conditions are better predictors of the

resulting seedling density, rather than the individual recruitment

probabilities. To evaluate this, we also fit GLMMs to the absolute

number of seedlings per seed addition plot, using a lognormal

Poisson error distribution to account for over-dispersion and a log-

link, with species and plot as crossed random effects. Because

sparse data (e.g., low numbers of recruits per plot) and multiple

random effects can complicate parameter estimation of this type of

likelihood-based technique [37] we used Bayesian inference with

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to estimate

posterior distributions of model parameters. For both models, we

used normally distributed priors for fixed and random effects, and

uniform priors on the precisions of the variance components. We

fit our models using WinBUGS v. 1.4.1 [38]. For each model, we

achieved convergence after 50,000 iterations (the ‘‘burn-in’’) and

based summary statistics on an additional 25,000 iterations. We

ran three chains to monitor convergence based on variance

components of multiple sequences, and we assessed convergence

by visual inspection and with Gelman-Rubin statistics from the R

contributed package, coda [39]. For point estimates, we extracted

the means of the posterior distributions and derived 95% credible

intervals based on the observed percentiles from the MCMC

replicates.

Calculation of Fundamental Limitation
An alternative approach to examine the relative importance of

seed and establishment limitation to seedling recruitment is to

estimate the degree to which each process would be limiting in the

absence of the other - a measure of fundamental seed and

establishment limitation sensu [5]. We define fundamental seed

limitation as the difference between the number of seedlings that

would recruit to a site if the seed supply were limitless, and post-

dispersal constraints to recruitment (e.g., density dependent and

independent mortality) are absent [12], relative to the number of

seedlings that recruit under ambient conditions. An advantage of

estimating seed and establishment limitation in this way is that it

allows one to explain why seedlings fail to achieve their

‘‘fundamental’’ optimum (i.e., their potential maximum population

size) and it allows one to predict how species and communities

might respond to local environmental change [40].

Using the ‘‘fundamental limitation’’ framework to examine the

relative importance of seed and establishment limitation to

seedling recruitment, and decomposing establishment limitation

into density dependent and independent components, assumes

that seedling survival is density-dependent and recruitment has an

upper limit (i.e., the relationship between seed addition and

seedling recruitment must be nonlinear). To estimate fundamental

limitation, we first examined whether the assumption of non-

linearity between seed augmentation and seedling recruitment was

reasonable. To do so, we fit two simple models of seedling

recruitment based on the asymptotic Beverton-Holt function. The

first model, the density-dependent model, is an asymptotic model,

R~
P0S

1z P0S=Rmax½ � ð2Þ

where R is the number of recruits (seedlings) that emerge from

seed input, S. In this study, seed input was the sum of seeds that

we sowed and the natural seed rain, S~SaugzSamb, where Saug

was a multiple of Samb. P0 is the proportional recruitment under

density-independent mortality only (between 0 and 1) and Rmaxis

the maximum number of seedlings if the system were to be
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saturated with seeds (i.e., density dependence only). The second

model, the density independent model, is a linear model that is a special

case of the first, R~P0 Sð Þ derived by letting Rmax??. Thus, the

first model includes seed limitation, density independence and

density dependence, whereas the second model excludes density

dependence. By comparing these two models we test whether

density significantly influences seedling recruitment. We also tested

the two other possible nested models (seed limitation only, R~S,

and no density-independent limitation, R~ S
1z S=Rmaxð Þ, but

because both of these models fit the data poorly we exclude them

from further discussion.

We fitted the two recruitment models to the seedling data for

each species separately and all species combined, for each of the

six time periods from three months to two years after seed

addition. Models were fitted with PROC NLMIXED in the SAS

package, Release 8.2 [41]. We used the default quasi-Newton

algorithm to estimate model parameters and 95% confidence

intervals, assuming a negative binomial error distribution to our

seedling count data (we also tried fitting models with Poisson error,

but doing so always resulted in poorer fits). Using the negative

binomial error distribution introduces an additional parameter k,

which is an estimate of overdispersion: when k??, there is no

overdispersion and the error distribution collapses into a Poisson;

as k?0, there is added variance in the data (introduced by

unmeasured factors) not accounted for by the simpler Poisson. We

included vegetation plot as a random effect to assess the degree to

which location in the forest affected seedling recruitment relative

to the other model parameters. In 11 of 12 model comparisons,

the density-dependent model fit the data better than the density-

independent model, as assessed by the Akaike Information

Criterion, with a differences of four clearly distinguishing the

models ([42], Table S1).

We then estimated fundamental limitation using the parameter

estimates obtained from the density-dependent, Beverton-Holt

model (Equation 2) [12]. The amount of limitation imposed by a

single process is calculated by subtracting the number of seedlings

that occurred under ambient conditions from the number that

would have occurred if the limiting process were removed.

Therefore, seed limitation, LS , is the difference between the

number of seedlings that would emerge if seed supply were

limitless and the number of recruits under ambient conditions

(LS~Rmax{Ramb). Limitation from density-independence and

density-dependence can be found by setting P0~1 and Rmax??,

respectively, and comparing these results to seedling recruitment

under Ramb. Thus, limitations from density-independent (LDI ) or

density-dependent losses (LDD) are calculated as:

LDI~RDI{Ramb and LDD~RDD{Ramb. Establishment limita-

tion is represented by the removal of both density-independent

and density-dependent losses and can be found by setting P0~1
and Rmax?? so that LE~S{Ramb. Removal of establishment

limitation ensures that all dispersed seeds survive to recruit, i.e.,

that seed input alone determines local abundance.

Results

At local scales, deterministic processes associated with post-

dispersal seedling establishment more strongly influenced seedling

recruitment than did seed availability. Of sowed seeds, 6389

(16.1%) seedlings recruited after 3 months and 2303 (6.1%)

survived to 24 months (Fig. S1 for species-specific results). Per-seed

recruitment effect sizes were initially low (E = 0.2160.28 at 3

months; n = 5 species) and decreased over two years

(E = 0.0960.20 at 24 months), with a significant reduction in

per-seed recruitment over time (linear mixed model:

time = 20.006, t = 25.96, df = 24, p,0.001). Higher initial seed

densities resulted in lower per-seed recruitment probabilities,

indicating that density dependence at least partially regulates

seedling recruitment (Fig. 1a). However, with no significant

relationship between seedling recruitment and the density of

conspecific adults (Fig. 1b), observed density-dependent mortality

was likely a function of direct and/or indirect influences of seeds

and seedlings on one another. The position of a species along the

establishment - seed limitation continuum was most strongly

explained by species identity and the site-by-species interaction

term (Fig. 1b; or by site for species-specific models, Fig. S2),

suggesting that differences in recruitment probabilities among

species vary with site characteristics.

To further elucidate the relative importance of multiple

mechanisms in structuring tropical seedling communities, we

estimated seed and establishment limitation in the context of

fundamental limitation. The density-dependent model of seedling

recruitment, incorporating both density-independent and density-

dependent mortality, fit significantly better than the density-

independent model for both pooled and species-specific comparisons

(Fig. 2, Fig. S3, see Table S1 for comparisons at three months and

two years after seed addition). Estimates of proportional recruit-

ment, P0, and maximum density of recruits, Rmax, were similar

among pooled and species-specific models. Proportional recruit-

ment ranged from 0.001 to 0.021, and did not significantly change

in strength over time (linear mixed model: time = 0.002, t = 0.212,

df = 24, p = 0.83). The maximum density of recruits ranged from

2.9 seedlings m22 (Manilkara mabokeensis) to 6.0 seedlings m22

(Myrianthus arboreus), with maximum seedling density decreasing

significantly over time (linear mixed model: time = 20.087,

t = 22.33, df = 24, p = 0.02). The random effect of plot also

increased significantly over time (time = 1.51, t = 4.19, df = 24,

p = 0.0003), demonstrating that the environmental conditions

associated with location in the forest were magnified over time

in terms of their effects on survival.

Using parameter estimates of the density-dependent model (Table

S1), we quantified the relative strengths of seed and establishment

limitation both for all species pooled together and for individual

species. For brevity, we focus on the pooled species results because

species-specific estimates of seed and establishment limitation were

very similar (Fig. S4).

Fundamental limitation analysis identified two situations in

which seed availability determined the abundance of seedlings,

despite the strong niche-based processes identified above. The first

occurred under ambient conditions when no seed of a given

species was present prior to seed addition. The strength of

fundamental seed limitation, LS, exceeded that of fundamental

establishment limitation, LE, only at low seed densities, with

crossover points occurring at 5.2 (3 months) and 4.2 (two years)

times the average ambient seed densities (Fig. 3). These values are

well within the natural range of seed rain densities observed across

this study site (, 5 times the mean seed rain density, or , 1 seed

m22; Table 1). Clearly under this scenario, the importance of seed

arrival cannot be ignored – no species can recruit to a site in the

complete absence of seed. The removal of this constraint increases

seedling recruitment. However, the relative benefit of seed arrival

for plant population size declined sharply at approximately 1 seed

m22. At this point, a combination of site and species characteristics

emerged to more strongly determine the number of recruiting

seedlings than the further addition of seeds. Post-dispersal

mechanisms of mortality were predominately density-independent,

until seed addition treatments reached approximately 305 (3

months) and 426 (2 years) times the average ambient seed densities
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– seed densities similar to those observed directly under parent

trees (Table 1).

Thus, density-independent factors limited seedling recruitment

at most seed densities (i.e., those not under parent tree canopies),

whereas density-dependent mechanisms likely determined recruit-

ment under parent trees or at sites in which seeds were

contagiously deposited. Even though per-seed recruitment prob-

abilities decreased with seed addition and despite evidence of

strong density-dependent mortality (Fig. 1a), high initial seed

densities overwhelmed density-dependent differences in per seed

recruitment so that recruit density was greatest where seeds were

most numerous (Fig. 4).

The importance of each process varied with cohort age (Fig. 3).

The strengths of seed limitation (r = 20.971, t = 28.22, df = 4,

p = 0.001) and density-independent mortality (r = 20.877,

t = 23.65, df = 4, p = 0.02) significantly decreased through ontog-

eny; whereas the strengths of density-dependent mortality

(r = 0.569, t = 1.38, df = 4, p = 0.24) and establishment limitation

(r = 20.268, t = 20.557, df = 4, p = 0.61) were relatively constant.

Discussion

With data from a large-scale seed addition experiment, we

quantified the relative importance of seed and establishment

limitation for seedling recruitment of tropical trees across a

Figure 1. Per-seed recruitment varies across seed augmentation levels and with environmental variation. (A) Per-seed recruitment
effect size E (realized seed and establishment limitation) varies between 0 and 1, with 1 representing complete seed limitation and 0 representing
complete establishment limitation. These relatively low effect sizes (Ev0:5) indicate that this natural forest system is more strongly establishment-
limited than seed-limited. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. (B) Results from generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) of per seed recruitment,
E, as a function of the seed addition level (Seed aug.) and the density of conspecific trees (Conspecifics) at three and 24 months after seed
augmentation. Error bars are the 2.5% and 97.5% credible intervals. Random effects include individual quadrats (Quadrat), the vegetation plot (Plot),
the species identification (Species), and species-by-plot interaction (Species6Plot). The significant species-by-plot interactions at both time intervals
strongly refute the equivalence of species across a heterogeneous landscape, thereby supporting a niche-based perspective of recruitment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063330.g001
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heterogeneous Afrotropical forest. Our analyses suggest three

general conclusions for trees at our site. First, rates of seedling

recruitment are very low and competitive inequality among species

largely determines the extent to which limitations in seed arrival

will affect community dynamics. Second, seedling recruitment is a

result of both dispersal and post-dispersal processes that vary in

their relative strengths over time. Through environmental filtering

(survival barriers imposed by the abiotic environmental) and niche

differentiation (divergence of co-occurring species along environ-

mental axes), niche-based processes eliminate most gains in

recruitment from seed addition [43,44]. Third, dispersal contrib-

utes most to seedling populations in two situations: when there are

almost no seeds on the forest floor and when there are very high

densities of seeds. Under ambient conditions, seed arrival increases

seedling densities, despite strong establishment limitation that kills

most seeds and seedlings. At extremely high seed densities, seed

arrival can overwhelm niche-based processes that limit establish-

ment, resulting in greater numbers of seedlings up to two years

after seed arrival.

By Dispersal or by Niche: The Relative Strengths of Seed
and Establishment Limitation

Both dispersal and niche-based processes influence the early

stages of establishment and survival in our seedling community.

Dispersal contributed to the initial distributions of individuals and

species. As demonstrated in previous seed addition studies

[10,11,45,46], the arrival of seeds (addition into experimental

stations) increased the density of tree seedlings. Dispersal effects

appear to be important, but only within the confines of

Figure 2. Fit of the two recruitment functions to seed augmentation data. Data are the number of seedlings in each quadrat of all five
species at (A) three and (B) 24 months after sowing. The inset graphs emphasize the differences between recruitment functions by magnifying the
image (note the truncated y-axis). The dashed line represents the density-independent (DI) model (fitting P0 and Samb). The solid line represents the
density-dependent (DD) model, accounting for seed-limitation, density-independent limitation, and density-dependent limitation (fitting P0, Samb,
and Rmax). The level of seed augmentation is a multiple of ambient densities observed in nature for each species during the first year of this project.
For all species, the density-dependent model provided a better fit than the linear model (see Table S1), providing evidence of density-dependence.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063330.g002
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environmental gradients. Stated differently, it matters where seeds

arrive: variation in abiotic factors (e.g., soils, nutrients, sunlight)

and biotic factors (e.g., seed and seedling predation) limit rates of

germination and early recruitment (e.g., [34]). In our study system

these mortality factors reduced early recruitment to 17% of all

arrived seeds. Once a seedling is established, post-dispersal

Figure 3. Results of limitation analysis for all species combined. Results are presented for (A) three months and (B) 24 months after seed
augmentation. Lines are establishment limitation (LE), seed limitation (LS), density-dependent mortality (LDD), and density-independent mortality (LDI).
LE.LS represents the crossover point at which establishment limitation more strongly limits recruitment than seed limitation. LDD.LDI is the point at
which density-dependence more strongly limits recruitment than density-independent mechanisms of mortality. The importance of fundamental
seed limitation exceeds that of fundamental establishment limitation only at very low seed densities, with crossover points occurring at 4.2 (3
months) and 6.2 (24 months) times ambient seed conditions. These values are well within the range of natural seed rain densities observed across this
study site (Table 1). Density-independent mechanisms of seedling mortality more strongly contribute to establishment limitation than do density-
dependent mechanisms of mortality until seed densities reach approximately 309 (3 months) and 432 (2 years) times the average ambient seed
densities. These values roughly mimic seed densities under parent trees but exceed the observed seed rain densities for most species, thus density-
independent factors limit seedling recruitment at most ‘‘natural’’ seed densities whereas density-dependent mechanisms likely control seedling
population size at the very high seed densities observed under fruiting canopies. Panels (C–F) depict the correlation of each of the types of limitation
over time: black full lines represent a statistically significant correlation; whereas grey dashed lines depict lack of a statistically significant correlation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063330.g003
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mortality factors modify the initial distributions of individuals and

species. Similar to studies from the Neotropics [20], the impact of

seed addition declined over two years following germination so

that only 6.1% of seeds survived to two years. Thus, processes of

dispersal, abiotic environmental filtering, and niche differentiation

interact to jointly determine community assembly.

The relative importance of these processes depends on the

definition of limitation that is applied. Using the framework of

realized limitation, establishment limitation would be considered

stronger than seed limitation, with mortality of 94% of seeds

within two years. On a per-seed basis, more seeds are killed than

survive; thus, post-arrival mortality should drive population size.

Using the framework of fundamental limitation, on the other hand,

seed limitation would be considered more important as the

addition of seeds led to higher population sizes of our focal species.

Across our sites, mean background seed density was less than one

seed per m2 for all five randomly selected species (Table 1).

Because ambient seed density is so low for those species, seed

arrival has a much greater effect on population size than removing

mortality sources, even though few of the new seedlings survive

due to density-independent mortality. Simply put, without seed

arrival, mortality factors have little to act on; thus the addition of

seeds increases the population size more than eliminating sources

of mortality. Here we emphasize fundamental limitation because it

better represents the dynamics of tropical tree communities, where

most species are exceedingly rare – often represented by a single

mature tree at local scales (,2 adults ha21 in this study; e.g., [47]).

To better understand where dispersal or niche-based processes

dominate, and the conditions that influence their joint roles, we

applied models of fundamental limitation to our experimental data

to quantify the relative strengths of these forces, to partition

establishment limitation into density-independent and density-

dependent processes, and to evaluate their temporal dynamics

(e.g., [12,46]). Seed arrival and environmental conditions impose

complex and dynamic forces on the seedling community. At

ambient conditions, the strength of seed limitation decreased

significantly over time as niche-based processes erased its input

into the system. Consequently, the strength of density-independent

mortality decreased significantly as the number of seedlings to act

on decreased. Density-dependent mortality became increasingly

more important over time (although not significantly so, in our

case), perhaps as seedlings become larger and more likely to

interact with neighbors or more visible to predators. Therefore we

suggest for our site that processes driving establishment limitation

change over time, with environmental filtering being replaced by

niche differentiation.

Windows of Opportunity for Dispersal Processes
Using models of fundamental limitation, we identified two

windows in which dispersal plays a stronger role in dictating

patterns of seedling recruitment than do niche-based processes. At

low seed densities (,1 seed m22), seed limitation influenced

recruitment more than establishment limitation. The removal of

this constraint increases seedling recruitment. However, the

relative benefit of seed arrival for plant population size declined

sharply at densities greater than 1 seed m22. Establishment

limitation is likely to dominate where seed densities are greater

than 1 seed m22, such as the local neighborhood to tree and areas

of high conspecific tree density. Seed densities greater than 1 m22

occurred up to at least 20 m for several monkey- and bird-

dispersed Central African tree species, and well beyond 20 m for

small-seeded, wind-dispersed tree species [48]. In Cameroon,

establishment limitation was consistently two to four times stronger

than seed limitation for the grove-forming species, Microberlinia

bisulcata, with adult stem density and seed rain densities (4.96–5.45

seeds m22 from seed traps) much higher than our randomly

selected species, [46].

At extremely high seed densities, those found directly under

fruiting tree canopies or sites of contagious dispersal [35], we

observed a second window through which dispersal processes can

overcome niche-based processes. In our study, post-dispersal

mechanisms of mortality were predominately density-independent,

until seed addition treatments reached seed densities of 30–180

seeds m22, at which point density-dependent mortality dominated.

Based on natural variation in seed rain, Wright et al. [49] found

density-dependent mortality to constrain recruitment at much

lower seed densities. Additional research is necessary to evaluate

whether density-dependence operates at higher densities at our site

or, alternatively, whether the relatively small size of our quadrats

(0.560.5 m) diminished its importance (e.g., if the small scale

reduced the probability of predators finding seeds). Even though

per-seed recruitment probabilities decreased with seed addition

and despite evidence of strong density-dependent mortality

(Fig. 3a, b), high initial seed densities overwhelmed density-

dependent differences in per seed recruitment so that recruit

density was greatest where seeds were most numerous (Fig. 4). This

may be evidence of satiation of seed predators. Caging experi-

ments at our study site demonstrate that seed and seed predation

by vertebrates strongly reduce seedling recruitment [34]. Satiation

of predators could be an effective and widespread reproductive

strategy for tropical trees, as recent studies demonstrate that

masting species are relatively common (23–50% of tree species) in

some forests [49,50]. Alternatively, incomplete searching by

generalist predators would also allow seedlings to escape mortality.

Either way, it may be that these early gains from high seed input

Figure 4. Density of seedlings as a function of seed augmen-
tation level. The densities of seedlings are averaged over 5 species
(Pancovia laurentii, Staudtia kamerunensis, Manilkara mabokeensis,
Myrianthus arboreus, and Entandophragma utile), as a function of levels
of seed augmentation, for the first three months and 24 months of
seedling growth. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Weak seed
limitation observed in Fig. 1a results in a gradual, but significant
increase in total seedling numbers at very high seed densities.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063330.g004
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are ephemeral and will be lost over time with niche-based

processes ultimately prevailing.

Density-dependent mortality could be due to either direct

influences, like competition among seedlings, or indirect influenc-

es, such as density-responsive predators. Direct interactions among

seedlings are generally assumed to be unlikely in tropical forests

because of the low density and small stature of seedlings [51,52],

although in a study of 163 species, Metz et al. [53] found

conspecific seedling density to negatively impact first year survival.

Large aggregations of seeds could have attracted generalist or

specialist seed predators or fungi that behave in a density-

responsive manner [27,54]. Given that we found no statistically

significant relationship between seedling recruitment and the

density of conspecific adults, we attribute density-dependent

mortality to generalist predators. In a concurrent study in which

we caged seeds and seedlings to protect them from vertebrate

predation, we similarly found no significant relationship between

the distance or density of conspecific trees and the probability of

seedling establishment or survival [34].

Concluding Remarks
Our study underscores the dual effects of both dispersal and

niche-based processes in structuring plant communities

[20,55,56,57,58]. It is unique in that it quantifies the relative

importance of these processes for tree seedlings and plant

communities under a range of natural conditions and through

time. Compared to studies that non-randomly choose focal species

or that are limited to narrow habitat types, the random selection of

tree species and the extensive and heterogeneous area over which

we added seeds allowed us to capture the range of variation in

nature. The use of greater than 5 randomly selected species would

have improved our ability to generalize results more broadly.

Furthermore, we recognize the outcome of early establishment

processes needs to be seen in the context of later stages of tree

dynamics, a challenge that necessitates long-term monitoring

studies. As we continue to monitor these seedling plots, we expect

the strength of niche differentiation will continue to reduce the

effect of seed arrival over the lifetime of individuals, increasing the

relative importance of niche-based processes.

In summary, our results demonstrate that in a Central African

forest the probability of recruitment of tropical tree seedlings varies

with species identity and environmental characteristics of forest

sites. Dispersal does predominate under specific conditions; but the

importance of seed dispersal may be short-lived as niche-based

mortality factors diminish the number of recruits. Time will tell

whether seed addition results in significantly higher numbers of

trees in treatment plots than control plots. The importance of

niche-based processes in this tropical forest raises the question of

what we should expect in ecosystems that have much stronger

resource heterogeneity. Understanding diverse community assem-

blages may best be advanced by assessing the conditions under

which these processes shift in strength. Doing so gains practical

importance when environmental changes associated with indus-

trial logging, agriculture and climate change necessitate deliberate

management for species diversity.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Species-specific estimates of (a) Per seed
recruitment effect size, E, and (b) seedling densities at
three months and 24 months after seeds were sowed at
six levels. These relatively low effect sizes (E ,0.5) indicate that

this natural forest system is more strongly establishment limited

than seed limited. The species include Pancovia laurentii (Pala),

Staudtia kamerunensis (Stka), Manilkara mabokeensis (Mama), Myrianthus

arboreus (Myar), and Entandophragma utile (Enut). Error bars are 95%

confidence intervals. Weak seed limitation results in a gradual, but

significant increase in total seedling numbers at very high seed

densities.

(PDF)

Figure S2 Species specific results from generalized
linear mixed models (GLMM) on (a) per seed effect
size, E, and (b) number of seedlings as a function of seed
addition level (Seed aug.) and the density of conspecific
trees (Conspecifics) after three months and 24 months
after seed augmentation. Error bars are 95% credible

intervals. Random effects include individual quadrats (Individual),

the vegetation plot (Plot), the species identification (Species), and

species by plot interaction (Species 6 Plot). The species include

Pancovia laurentii (Pala), Staudtia kamerunensis (Stka), Manilkara

mabokeensis (Mama), Myrianthus arboreus (Myar), and Entandophragma

utile (Enut).

(PDF)

Figure S3 Fit of the recruitment functions to species-
specific seed augmentation data. Each of the panels depicts

the recruitment function of a species at either (a) three months or

(b) 24 months after sowing, with species including: Pancovia laurentii

(Pala), Staudtia kamerunensis (Stka), Manilkara mabokeensis (Mama),

Myrianthus arboreus (Myar), and Entandophragma utile (Enut). The

dashed line represents the density-independent (DI) model (fitting P0

and Samb) and the solid line represents the density-dependent (DD)

model (fitting P0, Samb, and Rmax). The level of seed augmentation

is a multiple of ambient densities observed in nature for each

species during the first year of this project. For all species, the full

Beverton-Holt model (DD) provided an improved fit to the linear

model (Table S1).

(PDF)

Figure S4 Results of limitation analysis for five tropical
tree species, Entandophragma utile (Enut), Manilkara
mabokeensis (Mama), Myrianthus arboreus (Myar),
Pancovia laurentii (Pala), and Staudtia kamerunensis
(Stka), at (a) three months and (b) 24 months after seed
augmentation. Lines are establishment limitation (blue), seed

limitation (black), density-dependent mortality (black), and density-

independent mortality (green). For all species, establishment

limitation becomes a stronger source of recruitment limitation

than seed limitation (ELwSL) at very low seed input levels (4–6

times mean ambient seed densities). The strength of seed limitation

declines sharply at seed addition levels below 1 seed m22 (0.16–

0.98 seeds m22). For all species, density-independent mechanisms

of seedling mortality more strongly prevent seedlings from

achieving maximum population densities than density-dependent

mechanisms until seed availability reaches high addition levels

(DDwDI , 222–765 times mean ambient seed rain densities). For

four of five species, the point at which density-dependence more

strongly limits seedling recruitment than either seed limitation or

density-independent factors occurs at seed densities within the

range observed in seed trap.

(PDF)

Table S1 Parameter values from the density-indepen-
dent (DI) model and density-dependent (DD) models for
pooled and individual species. The DI model includes

parameters for density-independent mortality, P0, overdispersion,

k, and the random effect of Plot. The DD model includes a

parameter for the maximum number of seedlings, Rmax. The CIs

for each parameter are 95% credible intervals. When parameter
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results of DD model between three months (3 mo.) and 24 months

(24 mo.) are compared, the DI parameter usually differs from 0 at

three months, but not after 24 months, suggesting that the effect of

seed addition begins to disappear by 2 years. Species codes are

Pancovia laurentii (Pala), Staudtia kamerunensis (Stka), Manilkara

mabokeensis (Mama), Myrianthus arboreus (Myar), and Entandophragma

utile (Enut). Bolded AIC values highlight the best model for each

Species and time combination, based on a difference of at least

four.
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